ROBOTIC IV INSOURCING SOLUTION

How can you reduce costs and enhance safety
through in-house sterile compounding?
Omnicell Robotic IV Insourcing Solution

RIIS above outsourcing and manual
compounding
Omnicell’s Robotic IV Insourcing Solution™ (RIIS) is a
comprehensive, turnkey approach to insourcing your sterile
compounding.
Advanced IV robotic technology, novel data services and
application support, and expertly trained pharmacy technician
staff are all provided as part of a simple monthly fee, at a
fraction of your outsourcing spend.
Adopting and leveraging advanced IV robotic technology has
never been easier or faster. Omnicell can provide everything
you need to insource your sterile compounding - creating a
safer, more accurate and more cost-effective IV pharmacy.
Technology : advanced, fully automated IV robotic technology
Tools : novel data services, application support and the
expertise to best leverage automation technology
Technicians : expertly trained pharmacy technician staff to
maximize performance of the technology while freeing up
your staff for more value-added work

Experience the benefits of RIIS.
REDUCE COSTS.
RIIS is cash flow positive from day one, and provides everything you need to insource your IV
compounding operation with no up-front capital expense. The technology, tools and expertly trained
pharmacy technician staff are all provided as part of a simple monthly fee, allowing you to utilize your
existing operational budget at a fraction of your outsourcing spend.

Conceptual Model - Cumulative Net Savings Comparison
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CAPITAL acquisition processes may
take 12+ months before you can
recognize the cost savings associated
with insourcing.
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OUTSOURCING provides no
opportunity for reducing drug spend
and leaves hospitals vulnerable to
unexpected price increases.
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RIIS reduces overall operating spend
and provides a turnkey solution for
insourcing your IV compounding that
is cash flow positive from day one.

~12 Month Capital
Acquisition Cycle
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ENHANCE PATIENT SAFETY.
Advanced IV robotic technology prepares ready-to-administer IV doses in a fully automated ISO Class
5 environment, eliminating the most common sources of contamination, providing drug verification and
documentation, delivering exceptional accuracy and reducing errors through automated labeling.
TAKE CONTROL AND MITIGATE RISK.
RIIS allows you to reduce reliance on outsourcing and take control of one of the most critical areas
of your pharmacy. By partnering with Omnicell and insourcing your IV compounding, you will have
guaranteed minimum production volumes and mitigate risk across the board. Extended beyond use
dating helps to reduce waste and enables a seamless transition to insourcing.

To learn more about RIIS, please contact your Omnicell
representative or visit www.omnicell.com/RIIS.
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